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Dear r. Nolte,

In an earlier Newsletter I discussed the gradual development of
trade between the Chinese People’s Republic nd vrious Western coutris,
in particular Britain. In the last few months the trend towards expansion
continued, and was in some important respects strengthened. The French
ecognition of the People’s Republic the expected esing of restrictions
on long term credit and the organization of number of trade exbi.b.tions
in Chin all seem to confirm the trend towards the "normalization" of
commerce between China nd Western Europe. These qualitative chanes
are ccompanied by enmred trade figures, apparently a sign of gradual
improvement in the Chinese economy s well as continued economic disen-
gagement from the Soviet bloc. From the point of view of the merchants
who trade with Chin, or aspire o do so, and of those who underwrite
their ctivities, there are siesacles which stand in the wy of
an esy trading relationship, despite all these developments, and I
shall devote the greater part of this Newsletter to discussing these,
after outlining the more important changes in atmosphere.

The political importance of General de Gaulle’s decision to
establish diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic has somewhat
overshadowed the economic implications in public discussion, despite
the fact that: the first overtures were made to look very much like trade
negotiations. so successfully that only aewcsbb@i.he General’s
purpose became known it ws assumed that only commerce was involved for
the time being. Nonetass’ the commercial element in the whole operation
was a strong one, and one result of it is that Frehch businessmen re
showing more interest in the China trade. This interest was first stim-
ulated by the long-term wheat contract signed with China in 196, which
raised the value of French exports to China by some 80%. It was height-
ened by an increase in trade mtween the two countries in 1963.

In September 1963, . Gm&ame Georges-Picot, a retired French
diplomat who combines business interests with acting as part-time
aviser to the Gover.nment, heade a trade mission which spent .wo weeks
in Peking with the object of "promoting industrial comtacts between the
two countries". He was followe & month later by a further mission, led
by the former Prime imlster ad inlster ef Fimanoe, Eg&r Fure. At
this time many observers seemed to think that future recognition might
depend on increased tr&de. How far this was the case remains problem."
atlcal, for it is not yet clear how much firm business hms been done,
though a number of negotiations are reporte to begoing on. It is most
unlikely, i my view, that the Ohlneee woml Bin themselves in advance
in such a way as to limit their freedos o sho aro,But there have
been some tangible results of the new relatiomship slealas of



industrial and scientific equipment, including two complete plants for
the manufacture of alcohol, an agreement for the exchange of trade
exhibitions, and, interestingly, the conclusion of a try of connerce
and navigation, together with a trade agreement for 1964, between lrance
and Albania, in .December 1963.

As one might expect, the rumours are more interesting. They include
a ston pobability of aircraft sles by Sud-Avit+/-on, together with a
pebble interline agreement md pessibly m’ operating agreement between
Air France and the hlnese Government. Here there is strng compet+/-t+/-n
with B.O.A.C., who sold six Viscounts to the Chinese last year, nd who
have also been negotiating pssenger agreements. It certainly seems as
though Chin intends to enter the field f irline operation, hvlng
established an air link with Pakistan recently through Pistan 12tr:
national Airlines, and a. _h abea,,.and hving re-negotiated her
operating agreement with the Soviet Union to allow for joint rather thsn
all-Sov+/-et opert+/-on.

Another rumour concerns oil, which the Chinese overnment are
reputed to want to buy from France, and lso from Algeria. oad areeent
bercedih-l......ahce,-,,on.thim.ss,th hise’wmudha,:gnm?.a fir
wgy :.wards...he&eobjective of breaking the embargO on the export of
strategically valuable goods, which the co--tries of Western Europe apply
according to their varioUs interpretations. Too much doubt surrods the
whole question of the nature and eent of the Chinese oil supply for
it’ to be possible to say conclusively whether a serious strategic ques-
tion is involved here or not. It is certain that one of the principal
Soviet eorts to China was oil, d it my well be that considerable
amots are still shipped. In y case, it seems safe to asse that an
important factor for the Chinese Goverent to consider in emcipating
themselves from Soviet economic control would be the assance of
independent oil supply; if some Indi coentators are to be believed,
a Soviet teat to the Chinese oil supply was instrental in cutting
short the Chinese invasion of India in 1962, d it is quite clear that
this sort of pressure would be very effective. In this light the recent
enquiries made by the Chinese in Indonesia, Iraq and Algeri about the
possibility of buying oll may be seen as attempts to cater for strat-
egic need of basic importce.

On the other hand, sources in Hong Kong quoted by the London "Times"
took the view that it was unlikely that there was serlous oil shortage
in China atthe moment, on the evidence available. The vidence, it is
pointed out, is ll the other way.,In the first place, possible military
considerations apart, there is probably not yet a very gret need for
oil in the largely unmechanized, agricultural economy, however gres.ot the
need may eventus,lly be. Furthermore, in view of th undoubted presence
Of important oilfields in China, it would be unlikely that they would
be neglected in favour of eXpenslv importS. There is in fct some evidence
despite the bsenee of official statisticS, that the domestic oil industry
is expanding fairly rap+/-ally; the sae Hong Kong source estimated that
production in 196 hd risen to bo.ut 6.5 million tons, as against bout
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5.5 6 million tons in the previous year. Whatever the value of these
estimates, a new light seems to be :east on the problem by a statement
made on February 18th by Chao An-pc, Chinese secretary of the China-
Japan Friendship Association announcing the discovery ef a new oilfield
.near Chinchow, at the northern end of the Gulf of Chihli, with an
estimated annual capacity of 3 million tons. Nr. Chao predicted that
"hundreds of thousands of tons of crude oil would be available for
export te Japan". If there is indeed a possibility that oil can be
exported, particularly fro au:oilfield so conveniently near the coast
(the rest of China’s known deposits are n the remote North-West) then
a major new source of foreign exchange will ecome available. Lastly,
further evidence of moNmt.::towards greater, if not complete, self-
sufficiency as regards oil supplies is the placing of substantial orders
for oil refining machinery with Italian and British firms.

Nonetheless, there is apparently still an interest in foreign oil,
perhaps to be explained on the ground that large-scle production is not
passible. In this connexion the new French attitude could be of decisive
importance, it seems that China’s earlier attempts to buy oil abroad
oundered on her lck of foreign exchange. In respect of Algeria,
however, French involvement might make possible a three-cornered arrang-
ement of the kind that Communist countries have sometimes used between
themselves; a French long term credit to Algeria would enable that
coumtry to import Chinese goods, or services, such as the building of
highways across the Sahara, on a scale sufficient to enable Chln to
pay for Algerian oil. The French decision on the strategic question
involved will be of great interest.

The conclusion of three-cornered" agreements of this kind might
also prove to be the solution for abai.e o-bstace in the way of any
serious increase in trade between .hina and France herself. The adverse
trade blance which China usually encounters in her dealings with the
countries from which She wishes to buy equipment is particularly stubborn
in the case of France. Whereas in her trade with Britain, for example,
even disregarding the massive shipments of silver bullion in some
recent years, Chin has been able to maintain a reasonable proportion
in the balauce of imparts against exports, with a balance favourable to
herself in the last .e years (most of it spent on wheat, of course),.
her volume of exports to France hs remained small in proportion to
imports for several yegrs past. Unable to interest French buyers in her
industrial reducts, China is net likely to make much headway with
foodstuffs in France either. The great bulk of China’s foreign exchange,
too, is earned in sterling in Hong Kong. An outlet far industrial exports
in the franc area of Africa would thus be of great interest to China,
and this was ne doubt a factor behind Premier Chou En-lai’s recent visit
to several countries in Africa. The French Government could hardly
ubsidize African buying from China, hoWeVer, Without injuring their own
expot-i-nterests in Africa, where they have a strong position, and this
factor will probably hav ben carefully considered. If this analysis
is correct, the prOViSioh, if any; of FreOh credit for hinese Sales in
Africa will be a useful index of the fervour of French feeling for
China.



France is by no means the only country to which the Chinese are
looking with a view to esy credit terms, however, and, important as thenew relationship Wthai dubtless be from the point of view of
Chlna’s foreign trade, the marked tendency on the part of countries less
committed than France to think in te.rms of exended credit may well mark
an even more important turning. It is true that so far, if the wheat
sales are left on one side, only the Japanese sale of a $20 million
vinylon plant, agreed last summer, has provided for long term payment.
Significantly, the sale, which s subject to the approval of the Japanese
Government, was not immediately approved, presumably for fear of the
reaction in Washington. And approval came only when the rather advantag-
eous interest rate of 4% which was irst offered ws increased to 6%,
presumably on the assumption that anexpensive loan would baueess
offence to the United States than cheap one. Even so, as far s Japan’s
industrialists are concerned, the pree@ent is there, and it is doubtful
whether their ials in Western Europe will rest content with a Japanese
monopoly in the field. As far as London is concerned, a good deal of
whispering seems to have gon on, but so far a 12 month credit is the
longest that has been permitted. It is highly probable, however, that
a decision one way or the other will have to be taken before the two
impending industrial exhibitions in Peking, for their effect might be
frustrated if easy terms were not made vailble.

The success of the exhibition held lst summer by four firms in
Peking, which i mentioned in my erlier Newsletter, seems to me the third
major event in the area in the last few months, as it has led to the
arrangement of two more ambitious trade exhibitions in the coming summer
and autumn. The first of these will be held in the second half of April
by twenty-eight member firms of the British Scientific Instruments anu-
facturers’ AssociatiOn. The equipment to be shown is s&id to cover a wide
field, including measuring instruments for industry, teaching instrument-
ation and analytical instrumentation, and the total value of the exhibits
will be worth bout 500,000. The exhibition will, it is hoped by the
organizers, lead ultimately to dealing in much larger sums.

The British Industrial Exhibition to be held in November is much
larger affair. Arranged by the Sino-Britlsh Trade Councileven before
the smaller exhibition last Summer, the original plans haVe enlarged
on to provide bout 8,000 Square feet of indoor exhibition space, and
also a further large area out of doors for heavy machinery. It is said
that the space has been fully taken up. The exhibits will include power,
agricultural, mining, metallurgical and textil machinery, motor vehicles,
machinery for the food and phrma.ceutical industrieS, electrical equipment,
excavation equipment, and many oher kinds of machinery. It was made
clear from the beginning that only advanced industrial techniques should
be xhibited, and some exporters have noted with interest that China
is showing great interest in automation, despite her great supply of
potential labour. No constuner goods at all will be shown, so far as I
can discover; there is no sense in which the exhibition will be intended
as display of the British standard of living.

In the meantime, an exhibition has been arranged by group of
Frehch manufacturers for September next, when scientific and automation
equipment will be Shown, and larger and more general, exhibition has



been planned for 1965.

The value of these exhibitions from the point of view of the
Western trader is clear enough. Besides being able to introduce his own
goods to the Chinese market rather than waiting for enquiries, often
made fter his rivals hve already tendered, he is put in centact with
the end-users ef his preducts te an extent which is simply impesslble
in the normal course of dealing with Chinese trade missions. From the
Chinese point of view alse there seem te be selid advantages. Last year,
despite the fact that the general public were not to the shew-
hiB.Lrule remains in force over 15,000.:_eople sa he’ JiS in
12 dys. They comprised not only the executives of Chinese industrial
enterprises and of the trading corporations, but also officials from
various ministries and instructors and students from universities and
technial!colgs .This reflects another apparently important function
of the exhibitions, which is to introduce n@w technical ideas to the
Chinese industrial planners, who, in accordance with thepo-cy of
gradual industrial development which replaced the policies of the "Great
Leap Forward", re being highly selective Inheir decisions as to
the likely winners for Chinese industry. There has been an increasing
interest in the idea of buying processes and "know-how", a noticeable
feature of recent Soviet bloc trading with the West.

To Sum up, it is perhaps worth quoting from a co.mment which
appeared in the Board of Trade Journal on the results of last summer’s
exhibition, writn b# thee C0mmercialHecretry to the British Charg
d’Affaires in Peking:

"The exhibition has cted s a bridge over which the Chinese
could come and see, nd benefit from what was on offer, and the
British companies were able to gain first-hand experience of the
magnitude o the market and the size and scope of the problem
which is before any group or firm which wishes to sell its products
in this field.

"Both sides got to know each other better and the importance
of this can hardly be over-emphasised. China is still a long way from
the United Kingdom; it is a vast country, there cn be no dvertising,
and given the structure of industry and administration, it is rare
for foreign companies to have direct dealing with ’end-users’. The
exhibition was the stage for’ this and provided the opportunity. The
visitors to the exhibition were all persons who had genuine interest
in the goods and processes displayed, their queetlons were shrewd
and the British manufacturers who were present probably felt that
they were getting to grips with the eventual user of their poduct.

"Ws it worth it? That, in one sense, is for each participating
company to decide; but for the goo which has been done to British
industry s a whole, the answer must be undoubtedly yes."

The holding,of such exhibitions, particularly if they come to be
held regularly, will clearly do much to smooth the course of trade with
Chin. But the firm that wishes to do business with China still faces
a number of problems that take this trade out of the category of
ordinary commerce. Not all of them re easily to be solved; some cease
to be obstacles to the experienced merchant. As the possibilities of



trade with Chin become rosier, however, some of these problems become
more pressing. In the remaining part of this Newsletter I shall review
some of them. The treatment will not be a very systematic one, nor will
it be anything like exhaustive. I shll deal with problems that I have
encountered in one way or another, enlarging en those that have seemed
to me most interesting, chiefly from a legal standpoint. Since some of
the information on which I rely is confidential, I shall not be able to
be as specific or as detailed as I should like e eme points.

ention has already been mde ef the disadvantages of remoteness
of contact between the ultimate producers nd users ef goods. Although
the trade exhibitions will de something to reduce the effects ef this
as it affects the firms who mae hs of them, the problem remains n
important one beth for buyers from Chinese producers and for exporters.
In even the simplest sles, there can be misunderstandings about the
nature of a product described by letter, or worse, and quite a common,
in a cbled offer or order. Such misunderstandings are often, of course,
unnoticed until they reach the end-user, with the result that the costs
of making good the mistake run unnecessarily high. This sort of trouble
tends to occur with the simpler commodities; more complex orders, insofar
as they emanate from the Chinese side, are usually made by purchasing
missions sent out by the foreign tre corporations. Here the difficulties
cused by lack of contact are more or less as described above; although
the trading corporations re stffed by experts in the various fields
for which they cater, this is no substitute rihe thorough discussions
between designers nd users which would take place before whole plant
or other mjOr piece of equipment ws sold in the West. The trend towards
increasing contact will doubtless continue as the planning of industrial
expansion in China becomes more sophisticated, as ppers to be the case,
nd as the need to "tie-in" new installations ccuae an tut
making expensive mistake becomes more pressing. The tren robably
reflects the prespliy, .fwh+/-n mny other indications hve been
found in the past two or three years, of giving more initiative to
professional experts, under much less rigid Party control, in certain
areas of economic and technical development. If this is the case, then
provided the policy is not suddenly rversed, a more adequate contact
may wel build up between suppliers of equipment in countries like Brit-
ain and the consumers in the Chinese industrial enterprises. However, it
would probably b@ unrealistic to expect major changes in the economic
administration of Chin as a result of this trend.

Buyers from Chinese producers meet much the same tr0uble in
reVerse. A dgree of contact with the Chinese sate selling agencies
has existed for some years past in the fo o the Spring and Autumn
TradeFirs held at anon, to which msrohants go from all over the
world. Diret contact with producers is small or non-existent on these
occasions, and s a result the goods on display often diverge more cha
is necessary from the requirements of buyers. The importance of this is
small, of course, when one is dealing in natural commodities or
agricultural products, but it affects the market in traditional and
other handicraft goods, in silk, and, of course, in the newer Chinese
manufactureS. There has been a tendency for these things to be turned
out with little or no apparent prior Investigation of he market. The
result is sometimes a curious assortment of wares advertised in trade



journals. However, as the planning of large scale production gets
under way in China, there will surely be improvements in the system,
from which at the moment the Chinese suffer mer than their customers.

Whatever the changes made, however, they are uulikely to be so
far-reaching s to disrupt the present system ef State trading organiz-
ations. odeled no doubt on the Russian and East EurOpean systems,
i concentrates v’.i.r,tmaly...e.Whole f.Cha:. importrae and
.he bulk of her export trade, into the hands of State controlled
specialist companies. The main exceptions are a number of Joint State-
Private Companies still operating in the export trade from Canton, the
majority of the commodities exported bythem being foodstuffs, Chinese
traditional medicines, and the like. With the exception of these firms,
there seems to be little ttempt to tie the..State trading corporations
into the diversified economic life of the variOus regions, of China. All
of them are ruu from Peking, an few of them hve more than one or two
brnch offices in the whole of the rest of China. With the exception of
Hong Kong, few of them maintain anything like permanent representatives
abroad, nor do they have authorlsed agents abroad (an exception here is
Sinofracht, the State ship-chartering corportion).So long as this systen
operates the opportunities for contact will remain occasional and
circumscribed.

The Conduct of business ten demands great perseverance on the
part of the businessman. Correspondences are frequently, long drawn out,
and there is always a carefully but discreetly cultivated sense of
competition. The Chinese buyers make very large number of enoulrles
before they een ask for firm offers. For example, the purchas of oil
refining equipment mentioned above was preceded by such an exhaustive
round of enquiries that they became a standing joke in the trade,
according to the correspondent of the "New York Times". The result is
that the Chinese do appear to get the very best prices and terms, some
of which I shall discuss below. Very narrow profit margins are often
accepted by traders, chiefly in the hope of building up a relationship
with the Chinese corporations. How far this policy is realistic in the
majority of cases is doubtful; it seems clear that the best price will
always win. On the other hand it is undeniably true tha the Chinese
do like to deal with individual personalities whom they feel they can
trust from long experience; for instance, the senior members of one or
two of the long established merchant and shipping firms are clearly
given privileged pOsitions, and where a particularly delicate trans-
action is required, like the purchase of Six British aircraft lat
they may even be used as brokerS. The establishment of hiS kind of
relationship, however, is not something that can be achieved easily.

However tough the Chinese may be thought of as negotiators,
they have an excellent reputation, for the performance, of contracts
once signed. This to a great eXtent offsets Sbme of the apparent 1egal
difficulties which I shall discuss, and partly explains the willingness
of so many Western businessmen to engage in what is fte. a difficult
and frustrating trade. As buyers in particular the Chinese reputation is
high ( as is the case with most of the countries of the Eastern bloc).



In the course of a number of conversations with merchants and bankers I
have been unable to discover a single case of late payment or other
dfault. As sellers, too, the Chinese seem in the majority of cases to
have behaved impeccably, failures being almost always explicable by
circumstances beyond their control, e.g. the bad harvests of 1958 and
19 59.

The position of advantage which the trading corporations have in
a highly competitive trade is used to secure very spCil and favourable
terms for the Chinese, however. There is great inequality as to the terms
imposed on buyers and sellers a fact particularly noticeable, of course,
to those merchant firms which trade both ways. A particularly obvious
example wold be Shipping terms. China, a country with small ocean-going
merchant fleet, is now an important charterer of foreign onnage. In
particular she is interested in long time-charters, of which she makes
full use to save her as much money as possible, imposing Cninese shipping
both on buyers of her produce and sellers. From a buyer,s pint of view
this can be less economical and, depending of course on the nature of
the shipping involved, may rsduce the commercial possibility of sale of
the goods while afloat,’ etc. From he point of view ,f exportere to China
the stipulation may be even more onerous. Since +/-nspeCion fihe China
Commodity Inspection and Tesig?Bueausw.s+/-ini@don as the
contractual determination of proper performance, full Oontrol Over the
handling of goods often dllcate machinery before an during the
long sea voyage would seem a most important protection for the exporter,
yet it is dnied him.

The inequalities between obligations imposed on buyers and sellers
could be multiplied. Since the great majority Of contracts are concluded
on the basis of standard forms drawn up unilaterally by the corporations,
there is little that the average rader Can do except tae It or leave
it. A.: Boone,; amehan.itmamyar._s:cirncs,;1 thOina
trade, put it in an article in the "China Quarterly":

"It was not long after they commenced operations that the
Chinese corporations began to insist on using their form of contract
for both buying and selling fe ll ,run of the ,mill’ transactions.
A number of changes have been made unilaterally during te course of
the years and the present terms give the maximum of prteoti0n to
the Chinese side. There is a striking difference betwen the wording
of their contracts of purchase and of Sale. The former binds the
seller very tightly whilst ths latter is in effect little more than
a statement of intent."

Not all traders would take quite suo a strong View, maybe, but
there is no doubt that this is to a great extent true.

The insistance upon Chinese testing and inSpectiOn Of uaity and
quantity in cases of both purCh&ss and sales o be quite bur..denSome.
Certificates given by the Bureau ae among th few*bi-textUal documents
used in the Chin trade which actually stipulate that in case of doubt
the Chinese text" shall be regarded as auther+/-tative. In a number of cases



the Bureau’s personnel seem to have been uninformed as to the normal
characteristics of the tse of gods that they were testing, nd. seme
misunderstandings have arisen on this basis. On the other hand the
Bureau is fairly flexible in its operation, allowing goods to pass
despite fault where the prtis so gree, and in practice penlt+/-es are
apparently rarely exacted for anything but important ftlux’es to
conform to standard. However, it is dubtful whether many Western
meehants would agree with the words of Trade With Chin: a Practical
Gue:

"Persons engaged in Commodity inspection and testing work in
Chin have won good prestige and confidence in international mrket
by dint of their impartiality and faithfulness in crrying out
their duties....... The U.S.S.R. and many other countries all demand
that goods be inspected and tested by Ch+/-n’s Commodity Inspection
and Testing Bureau at the time of delivery, being ware of the fct
that certificates and survey reports issued by th Bureau are having
high prestige in the world."

A much more complex problem is presented by
cusshih!apm Ini,.he,OIneseorms. of.chac,A he ’esent
ie :.%hee.valeb’a’iBr’a$itration of disputes which may .rise
der the contract In Peking. This form, which has to be accepted in
the eat majority of cases, always excluding shipping contracts, where
the Chinese normally comply withthe forms of rbitra%ion lald do in
the stdard forms of docent, has been in use since about 1957, a
year after the establlsent of the Forei Trade Arbitration CoIttee
of the Chin Coittee for the Promotion of International Trade, though
different trading corporations appemr to have introduced it at different
times. Before that time, third co.try arbitration was usually accepted,
or the co.try of arbitration was left speoified. (I have only been
able to discover a single instce of arbitration actuall taking place
in a third co--try, d I have only heard that it was in Oslo d that
the other parties were Finish.)

A good deal of thought seems to have been given to the drafting of
the rules of the Foreign Trade Arbitration COmmittee, for although only
finally established in March 1956, its[eatlishmhSbe’en authorised
by the GoVernment Administration Council some two years earlier. On
21st November 1958 the State Council of the People’S Republic (successor
to the G.A.C. under the 195$ Constitution) authorised the establishment
of a Mriime Arbitration Commission within the Chineuncil for the
PromOtion of Itrnatlonal Trade, as it is now called’, and rules for the
Commission were dopted in January 1959.They re in mauy respects
similar to those of the Foreign Trade Committee.

Before examining some of the characteristics of these two bodies
it ought to be said that they hve scareelbmen u, as far as
Western Countries are concerned. The first claim made bfore eof them
which I have heard was finally sttled fter it a akn18 months to
agree on an umpire. Te only eer case that I have beeble to trce
came before the aritim Arbitration Commission by way ofa salvage
contract concluded btween the Norwegian owners of the m/s"Varild" and



the Bureau of Salvage Works of Shanghai, in respect of the vessel. The
aplication’6r.’arbitration came from .,%he Bureau, nd the sole matter
in dispute was the amount of remuneration due for salvage services
under the contract. According to reports, the Tribunal was duly consti-
tuted, but before hearings took place the Tribunal managed to effect
conciliation between the parties after "negotiating repeatedly" with
them, and an agreement was eventually reached which fixed the amount
payable at 270,000.00, about 9,000. Conciliation of this sort is
expressly provided for in the Rules of the Commission. These two cases
neither of which actually reached arbitration- apart, disputes have

never been allowed to reach the stage of star.tin.an.bitration proceedings
and those with..pm experice.peimt., What they regard as the
traditional Chinese dislike of open conflict as the main fctor in the
Chinese reluctance to go to arbitration. They are no doubt right. The
result is that the Chinese corporations someti.esgo out of their way
to interpret their strict contractual rights generously, or settle
disputes for sums substantially lrger than they would be likely to
have to pay as a resuIt of n rbitral wrd.

In this light any discussion of the nature of the arbitral bodies
which the Chinese Government has st up may seem highly artificial, and
I have certainly found people in the commercial world who have thought
so. It seems to me, however, that there are several reasons which mke
such an analysis worth while. In the first place, there is a real
possibility that they will be used at some time in the future, either
on account of . change in Chinese policy Or because some foreign firm
refuses to res content with a settlement. This being so, the nature
of the proceedings is something that must be taken into account in the
acturil side of commerce, the moe so s ger projects and stuns
are involved and the stakes get higher. Second, some light is thrown on
the whole legal bckground of foreign trade in China by thw system.
Third, there is often as much value in the study of a crefully fostered
fiction, of which there are quite a number in the history of Chinese
law, s there is in the study of the more obviously functional and
functioning institutions.

In the case of both the arbitral commissions, jurisdiction is
derived directly from the State by ordinary legislation, which not
only constitutes the bodies and empowers the Chin Council for the
Promotion of International Trade to make rules for them, but also goes
some way to specifying what the rules shoulB,be. Thus in the case of the
F.T.A.C. a Committee of between 15 and 21 members is established, Which
may take jurisdiction (based of course on consent) over such disputes
as may arise from contracts and transactions in foreign trade, and in
particular "disputes between foreign firms, companies Or other economic
organizations on the one hand and Chinese firms, companies and economic
organizations on the other." In the rules this is expanded slightly to
make it clear that disputes between foreign firms or between Chinese
firms could also be th subject of proceedingS. ProviSion is made for
the ppoinment of arbitrators by the parties, or of a single arbitra-
tor, and of an umpire by the arbitrators; it is provided that II these
functions can be carrie out by th Chairmau of the F.T.A.C. in default
of agreement. It is provided that both prties may be represented by
attorneys, or agents, Chinese or foreign. Th Award of the Tribunal
is to be final, and not subject to review in a court of law or elsewhere,



but in the event of non-performance by either party the Award is to be
enforced by the Courts of the People’s Republic at the request of a
party. I do not intend to describe the Rules adopted- they are deslg-
nated "provisional" beyond saying that they set down the procedure
in greater detail, providing for expert and other evidence, etc., nd
noting that unlike those of the M.A.C. there is no express provision to
the effect that the Trl may ake steps to secure conciliation, thou1
a procedure is laid wn in the event that the parties spontaneously
reach a settlement themselves during the course of proceedings.

Both bodies have procedures whereby the ribunal my prescribe
provisional neasures in respect of Property, security, etc., for the
protection of the parties pending final decision, but in the case of
the .A.C. the decision may be taken by the Chairmn of the M.A.C. even
before the establishment of the Tribunal for the particular case, and
his decision is enforceable by th People’s Courts. This gives the
.A.C. virtually the same powerto seize ships s security as is enjoyed
by the dmiralty courts of most states. In other respects the two
commissions are rather similar in structure,

any of the provisions of these statutes and ruls.could we!
figure in the rbitration rules of Western countries, on or two of them
do call for mention, however. Ohe them is he provision, appearing
both in the statutory regultins and in the rules, that the Award is
to be final. This echoes a provision which appears in the arbitration
clauses of Chinese contracts, and it seems that gret importance is att-
ached to it. The effect of the latter is sanctioned in Chin itself by
the.eonsitutions of the F.T.A.C. and the N.A.C. In a gret number of
states in the world, the effect of the contractual provision is also
to oust the jurisdiction of their own courts; if Chinese contract is
brou@ht beore such . court t will decline to adJudicteonithe.groud
that the prties have agreed on final arbitration. The Chinese contracts
which contain this clause are thus sheltered from the jurisdiction of
both the Chinese and probably the majority of foreign courts. (And in the
case of mny of the countries wh+/-ch, like England, do not eard arbit-
ral wrds s beyond the reach of the courts, a further rule, that of
the sovereign immunity Of foreign states, including state-0wned trading
corporations, will operate to prevent unwanted ctions from.diSturbing
the Chinese position.) Such contracts operate in a sort of legal vacunn.

The provisions for enforcement may well function chiefly to redress
this situation in the eyes of foreign traders. Since the Cinese trading
corporations only operate inside China, it is only in that country that
they can be reached for the enforcement of an Award. It would seem that
in view of their marked reluctance to get involved in the foreign courts
Chinese corporations would be unlikely to attempt to get n Award enforced
abroad, with the possibility that the foreign court might then feel able
to examine the nature Of the arbitration. m he hnx’ept In th
cse Where here ImtseintshapeeZpeperte y the fo.eign
trader in China, it is scarcelY possible for the Chinese pSrty to use
the People’s Court to enforce Award. Accordingly, one Is left with
the feeling that these enforcement provisions are part of a system which
exists, and is meant to exist, pely on paper, .to give a theoretical
legal context to the bitratlon machInery d to give a gurtee that



the Chinese trdlng corporations, immune as they are, for one reason 9r
another, from the Jurisdiction of the majority Of the world’s legal
processes, can at least be nailed down in China.

Few of the merchants with whom I have talked seem enthusiastic
about these arrangements. I have not heard o any cases where different
arbitration clauses have been accepted, an tere i at te moment a
tendency to make the best of bad job. Most traders see the arbitration
problem as only part of the general question of legal security. I cannot,
unfortunately, deal with all the various spects of the Chinese legal
system as it affects foreign traders on this occasion, even in utline.
There is some evidence that the Chinese Government is not only aware of
the problem but doing something about it e.g. an approach to the tricky
uestion of indust+/-al property has been made with the recent promulgation
of law on the protection of trade marks. Whether the somewhat unsatis-
factory lw on patent protection will be revised before the British ind-
ustrial exhibitions in the next few months is not yet clear, but it is
clearly an object of possible concern.

There are three aspects Of the legal security problem as it ffects
the kind of contracte that I have mentioned which re perhaps worth
mentioning briefly.

The loosenes of the Chinese drafting is the most glaring difficulty.
Quite apart from the ineualities referred to earlier as between the
tightly drwn obligations of sellers to Chinese Corporations and the
looser obligations of the Chinese as sellers to the West, some of the
terms in these contracts seem to be very vague and in some cses ambig-
uous. It isnot known to what exten precedents are used- clearly they
are for the printed contracts but it is interesting to speculate where
they might have come from. While the majority are probably the work of
what might be referred to as the ’old Western hands’among the former
merchants and lawyers of Shanghai, it is possible that to some extent
these documents are modelled on forms used in Gnlna’s internal system
of contracts, the ysm that gives legal form to the ’horizontal’
economic relationships of the various collectives, enterprises and firms
which are subject to the ’vertical’ control of the State planning
authorities. Since there has not yet been introduced the State rbitratio
system which, in other Communist countries, regulates the pplicat+/-on
of this system, it is likely that the need for-acCurate prevision and
thus terminological precision has not yet been felt by.these who make
this sytem work; in case of doubt, execution of these Contracts is
SUbje.t!oStae m+/-nlstrative control. InsOfar as the State import and
export corporations employ lawyers trained in the principles of the
internal system, this may be a aralexplanation.

A large proportion of the contract forms, so far as I can gather,
are bi-lingual, a Chinese text being followed b an English one clause
by clause. With the exception ofa few documents such as the certificates
of the China Commodity Inspectionaud Testing Bureau, to which I referred
earlier, which provide that in case of dubt the Chinese text is to be
authoritative, the twp texts must be presumed to have equal force. I
have not been able to examine enough examples to form any impression of



the extent to which this situation creates sbiguities, but some o
without doubt. Of course the mJority of traders ignore the Chinese text,
and they re probably well advised to do so; I have no yet hrd of
a difference in the two texts being tken as point of interpretation
by either side, snd the Chinese, as mentioned above, hve a eputst+/-on
for generosity in the interpretation of terms. But the Chinese text is
nonetheless there.

A prticularly obvious gap in the provisions of these contr0cts
is the lack of a ’hice f lw’ clause. It is usual, in conclud+/-ng
international commercial contracts, for the prties to stipulate
eessly that the contract shall be governed by the lw of a ps0ticula
country. This is not always done, however, the omission often being
intentional; I suspect that this is the case here. Where there is no
such clause, the so-called ’proper law’ has to be inferred from the
supposed joint intention of the prties. In the cse Of most of the
contracts we re considering, I think that the inferences, erdlnrily
wn, point to the law of the Chinese People’s Republic s the proper
law.

As I wrote on an erlier occasion, many topics ef civil l.w in
China are still obscure to those who are not in a position to observe
them in practice, for they are not defined in a civil code, nor are
they the subject of statutes. The law of contract is such a topic,
although we know something of the principles by which eontrctusl
problems re solved in China, our knowledge is general ud rather v0gue,
nd in many csses it would not be adequate to akpedictions with any
certainty.

An exuple of the kind of problem I have in mind weuld be t.be
exception clauses which operate in Chinese .oreignrade centacts. The
object of an exception clause is to define the Sltutinsin vhiohthe
performance of an obligation arising from the contract is excused When
the pary cncrnd ispeened from performing by circumstances
beyond his control. In the West the usual practice is to employ for
this purpose well known forms, incorporating such familiar phrases as
’t of God’ ’force mjeure’, ’restraints of princes’ and others which
have been interpreted by the courts and hve thus cquired a reasonably
precise meaning. In he Chinese foreign trade contracts, os far as I
can generalize, the expression ’force mjeu’ is lways employed. In
the Chinese texts the rlamtexprssin is ’en-li pu-k’o k’ang-ch’,
or ’(athing or force) irr.esistible by human strength.’ This expression
is kno to Chinese law, but it seems, on the bis of the examples
given in a textbook at least, to apply to much wider range of situation
than would ordinarily be covered by the term ’forc aJeure’ s used in
th West. Which is to be regarded s the correct interpretation? The
cuestien becemes even mere difficult if these centracts which only
have an English text re presumed, as in certain circumstances Ight b
the cse, to b governed by hlne law.

I do not mean to suggest ,htlhre is anything sinister behind
a technical ambiguity like thiS, which Could after all bnefit either
side, depending on whether they are buying or selling. Difficulties of
this kind can be found in all branches of international trade. The



China trade is a more fertile breeding ground than most for such diffi-
culties, though, and this is clearly a source of irritation to at least
one side. As I suggested earlier, the direct trader with China is not
necessarily the only victim of the system. The lack of egal security
increases the risk element in the financing and insurance of the whole
trade.

From his point of view it might be expected that the hinese
would themselves find it advantageous to improve the position. Even
granted a traditional dislike of the conduct of open disputes, either
in the courts or before arbitrators, there is much room for improvement
in the direction of greater certainty without changing the arbitration
position. As trade with the West InCreases and, as seams likely, is
institutionalised in other respects, I do not think it unduly optimistic
to hope for improvements, though it is true that the probable increase
in competition amongst Western firms for the business will operate
very much to the advantage of the Chinese in making their own terms.

In the bsence of such an improvement, what can be done by the
Western merchants? A century ago they solved their problems for a
while by e.hos which are happily no longer open tO them. Now some
form of negotiation must presumably be their object, though to date I
have heard of no collective effort made to alter the terms Of trade.
Apart from the efforts of individual firms to negotiate their own terms,
which are unlikely to be successful except in very Special CircUmstances,
negotiation could take place on three levs:--it!cou!bne by the
national groups such as the Sino@British Trade Council which lready
negotiate such matters as the holding of exhibitions; it could be done
by international groupings based on particular trades, like the shipping
conferences; or it could be the subject of action by one or more of the
governments which are interested in the trade, the method which, through
the agency of the .N. Economic Commission for Europe, at last brought
forth agreement as to standard terms to be used in the trade between
Eastern and Western Europe. At the moment, competition for trade on any
terms probably preventS any collective pproach, As time passes, and
depending on the continuance of th apparent wish on the part of the
cAinese to avoid reliance for foreign trade On any one country, the
outlook may become brighter.

Yours sincerely,


